We investigate improvements to our 3D model observer with the goal of better matching human observer performance as a function of viewing distance, effective contrast, maximum luminance, and browsing speed. Two nonlinear methods of applying the human contrast sensitivity function (CSF) to a 3D model observer are proposed, namely the Probability Map (PM) and Monte Carlo (MC) methods. In the PM method, the visibility probability for each frequency component of the image stack, p, is calculated taking into account Barten's spatiotemporal CSF, the component modulation, and the human psychometric function. The probability p is considered to be equal to the perceived amplitude of the frequency component and thus can be used by a traditional model observer (e.g., LG-msCHO) in the space-time domain. In the MC method, each component is randomly kept with probability p or discarded with 1-p. The amplitude of the retained components is normalized to unity. The methods were tested using DBT stacks of an anthropomorphic breast phantom processed in a comprehensive simulation pipeline. Our experiments indicate that both the PM and MC methods yield results that match human observer performance better than the linear filtering method as a function of viewing distance, effective contrast, maximum luminance, and browsing speed.
INTRODUCTION
The human visual system (HVS) does not respond equally to all spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal stimuli. Specifically, the just-noticeable modulation (a.k.a. visibility threshold) varies for contrast excitations at different spatiotemporal frequencies. The inverse of the contrast visibility threshold is called the spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity function (stCSF) [1, 3] ; this function is used to model the main properties of the HVS.
Our goal is to enhance a frequently used 3D observer model by making it perform more like a human observer in a variety of aspects. A good candidate for an anthropomorphic observer model, we believe, should behave like a human observer with regard to changes in viewing conditions, including viewing distance, browsing speed, contrast and luminance. Our approach to the problem of designing an anthropomorphic observer model involves modeling human perception by simulating the HVS properties.
In the past [7] , we modeled the HVS as the modulation of each spatiotemporal frequency component of the input normalized by the just-noticeable modulation at that spatiotemporal frequency. We applied this observer model to the task of viewing a digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) stack browsed in time. The underlying assumption therein was that each spatiotemporal frequency component of an image could be processed independently (i.e., no contrast masking). Specifically, we calculated the ratio m/(S -1 ), where m is the modulation of the spatiotemporal frequency component, defined as the component's amplitude normalized by the average input luminance, and S -1 is the visibility threshold predicted by Barten's model [1] at that spatiotemporal frequency. The ratio above can be also written as mS, showing that this processing is equivalent to linear filtering (Section 2.2). This approach predicts that the detection performance will peak (i.e., reach a maximum) at a specific browsing speed, as expected from human observer studies [7] . However, linear filtering cannot explain why humans have improved detection performance with increased contrast or why performance peaks at a specific viewing distance. Thus, it is necessary to consider non-linear methods.
We hypothesized that the inherent non-linearity of the HVS, given by the psychometric function ( Fig. 1 ), needed to be modeled. One way of modeling the psychometric function is by inclusion of an additive noise source in the observer pipeline [2, 8] . This common method reduces the influence of weak signals, while preserving the influence of strong signals. A weakness of this approach is the requirement of an ad hoc calibration procedure, used to determine the spectrum of noise required to match the model's behavior to that of the HVS. Typically a white spectrum is used, but this is not well justified.
Significant predicate work exists in the design of non-linear anthropomorphic model observers. Park et al. integrated Barten's spatial CSF (Ch. 3 of [1] ) into a channelized model observer [2] . This work differs from ours because the perceived (i.e., contrast-thresholded) images are approximated to a single spatial frequency (Eq. 18 of [2] ). We believe that this is unlikely to predict the behavior of a human observer when viewing images consisting of a multitude of spatiotemporal frequencies, typical of the signals considered in this paper. In [8] , Zhang et al. studied the effect on detection performance of having a non-linearity in a model observer pipeline. They state that "the channelized Hotelling (observer) with a number of nonlinear components was a slightly better predictor of human performance than the addition of internal noise." However, they conclude that the small impact of having a non-linearity model in the pipeline on the results does not justify the additional computational costs. It is worth noting that the non-linearity model (Watson's excitatory, and excitatory/inhibitory models [13] ), the modality (2D xrays), and the task (comparison of JPEG and JPEG2000) in [8] were different from those of this work.
In this paper, we examine two non-linear ways of affecting the stCSF. In the first way, we use the psychometric function ( Fig. 1 and Eq. 10) to calculate the probability of visibility for a spatiotemporal frequency component and use that probability as the perceived amplitude for that component (Section 2.3). We also consider a pseudo-random approach (Section 2.4), where we keep spatiotemporal frequency components that are deemed visible with the abovementioned visibility probability and discard the remaining components (i.e., to force their amplitude to zero).
METHODS

Simulation platform
Validation of any imaging system is challenging due to the large number of system parameters that must be considered. Conventional methods involving clinical trials are limited by cost and duration, and in the instance of systems using Penn Anatomy and Imaging Simulation Pipeline ionizing radiation, the requirement for the repeated irradiation of volunteers. We are strong proponents of a preclinical alternative, in the form of Virtual Clinical Trials (VCTs), which are based upon models of human anatomy, image acquisition, display and processing, and image analysis and interpretation.
In this work, synthetic breast images were generated using the breast anatomy and imaging simulation pipeline developed at the University of Pennsylvania (UPenn). Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of this pipeline. Normal breast anatomy is simulated based upon a recursive partitioning algorithm using octrees [6] . Calcified breast lesions may be included in the software breast phantom, by automatic insertion of microcalcification clusters [14] . Phantom deformation due to clinical breast positioning and compression is simulated using a finite element model [15] . DBT image acquisition is simulated by ray tracing projections through the phantoms, assuming a polyenergetic x-ray beam without scatter, and an ideal detector model. Reconstructed breast images are obtained using the Real-Time Tomography image reconstruction and processing method [16] . The simulation modules in the pipeline are interconnected using an XML-based dynamic parsimonious data representation, providing a high level of control and flexibility of the simulation. The display and virtual observer simulation is implemented in MEVIC (Medical Virtual Imaging Chain) [4] , an extensible C++ platform developed for medical image processing and visualization at Barco. The structure of this pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 3 . DBT stack datasets (volumes of interest) with and without simulated lesions, generated using the UPenn pipeline, are input to the display and virtual observer simulation pipeline. For the experiments reported here, 3296 reconstructed 64x64x32 DBT image stacks are used, half with lesions and half without. Slices from a sample stack are shown in Fig. 4 . Each stack is first decomposed into its spatiotemporal frequency components using a 3D fast Fourier transform (FFT). The frequency components are processed independently; thus one component does not affect the visibility of another (i.e., no contrast masking). The methods proposed in this paper (Sections 2.2 -2.4) are implemented in the dotted block in Fig. 3 to determine the perceived amplitude of each frequency component. Then, an inverse 3D FFT is applied to the perceived amplitudes to transform the perceived stack into the space-time domain. Finally, the results are input to a multi-slice channelized Hotelling observer (msCHO) developed by Platiša et al [5] . Further details of the simulation are provided in our previous work [7] . Fig. 3 . Block diagram of the display and virtual observer simulation. The methods proposed in this paper are used in the dotted block.
Linear filtering
We implemented linear filtering (LF) in much the same way as our previous work [7] . The amplitude of the signal component with a spatiotemporal frequency of (u, w) is multiplied by the stCSF at that frequency, [S(u, w)]. Following the work of Barten, Eq. 5.2 in [1] is given by
where u and w are the spatial (in cycle/deg) and temporal (in cycle/sec) frequencies, respectively. For completeness, all terms of Eq. 1 are given below. From Eq. 3.21 in [1] , we have
with parameters given by Eq. 5.11 and Eq. 5.12 in [1] . Namely,
Here, L is the average luminance of the object (over space & time, in cd/m 2 ), X 0 is the apparent size of the image (in degrees; dependent upon the image size in pixels, the pixel pitch, and the viewing distance, assuming a viewing axis orthogonal to the image plane), d is the pupil diameter in mm, and E is retinal illuminance, in Trolands. . As compared to [7] , a 2x speed-up in computation speed was achieved by considering the fact that almost half of the data are complex conjugates of the other half as these input data are always real. This acceleration holds for the methods below as well. The other important difference with [7] is that each stack is modified using a linear mapping, so that it has at least one pixel at the maximum display luminance (L max ) and at least one pixel at the lowest display luminance (L min = L max / contrast). Thus, each stack is displayed at the same effective contrast.
Probability map
For our second method, we developed a probability map in the spatiotemporal frequency domain. Starting with Eq. 2.2 of [1] , it is possible to write the detection probability, p, for a spatiotemporal frequency component as
where erf( ) is the error function [11], and .
Here k is the Crozier coefficient, and m is the modulation at the frequency under consideration. S is the stCSF given by Eq. 1 in Section 2.2. Eq. 11 differs slightly from Eq. 2.5 of [1] in terms of notation. The perceived amplitude of the component is then considered to be p, as given by Eq. 10. Following Eq. 2.30 in [1] , m is calculated by normalizing the amplitude of the various frequency components by the average luminance. Because the normalized data are real-valued, we take advantage of the inherent symmetry of the discrete Fourier transform to reduce the number of components by approximately one-half. Note that this is different from our prior work in [7] and [10] . This is of particular importance in considering the MC method (see Section 2.4) because using our prior method conjugate components would be calculated separately, and thus it would be possible that the conjugate components would differ. This would result in the signal having a non-zero imaginary part after the inverse Fourier transform.
Monte Carlo
In our final approach, we use Monte Carlo (MC) methods to calculate each component of the perceived signal in the frequency domain. Each component of the signal is randomly kept with probability p (as calculated in Section 2.3), or is set to zero with probability 1-p. Amplitudes of all of the retained components are normalized to unity since we do not want to differentiate between any of the components that are deemed visible. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have compared each method of Section 2 in response to various alterations to the display conditions: maximum display luminance, display contrast, spatial sampling frequency and browsing speed. Our goal is to identify which method(s) follow the expected human observer behavior for the various conditions. AUC values and error bars (twice the standard deviation to give 95% confidence intervals) are calculated using the oneshot multi-reader multi-case (MRMC) method developed by Gallas [9] on the output of four virtual observers. The virtual observers are instances of the type 'b' msCHO (the middle diagram of Fig. 6 in [5] ), in which the template calculated for the central slice is applied to all slices of interest and the results are used by a Hotelling observer with 15 LG channels and a spread of 10. For further details please see [7] .
Luminance and contrast:
The results of detection performance as a function of the effective contrast are summarized in Fig. 6 . To compare the methods, we express the results in terms of d' (detectability index) which is derived from the AUC as follows (Eq. 9 in [17] )
where erf -1 ( ) is the inverse error function [11] . Other simulation settings include a browsing speed of 25 slice/sec, L max =300 cd/m 2 (fixed for the variable contrast experiment), an effective contrast of C = 200 (fixed for the variable maximum luminance experiment), a spatial sampling rate of 7 pixels/degree, and large lesions (masses). It is to be expected that the observer detection performance will improve with increased effective contrast. This observation trend with contrast can be seen in Fig. 6 for the PM and MC methods. However, consistent with our prior results [7] , no trend with contrast is seen for the LF method.
The expected trend with maximum display luminance is less obvious, because maximum luminance is typically linked to display contrast. Thus as L max increases, the number of available perceptually distinct gray levels (JNDs) increases (from ~300 to ~700 for the luminance range used in our simulation). Our methods however fail to show this; detection performance remains constant using the MC method and decreases with increasing L max using PM and LF.
To explore this effect, we present the following example. Consider a two-frequency luminance excitation f given by 
The modulation is given by the amplitude of variations, ( ) , for both cosine components, divided by L.
Therefore, we have
Note that the modulation ends up being a function of effective contrast only. This, however, does not mean that detecting an excitation is independent of L max . In practice, L min , is a function of display black leakage and viewing conditions (veiling glare and/or surround light, etc.), and is commonly considered constant. Hence, increasing L max should increase the effective contrast directly. Moreover, Barten's CSF which determines whether a given modulation is visible, is a function of L which depends on L max . As a result, L max affects S via (the average luminance), and the CSF changes with L as a function of spatial and temporal frequencies, and target size, which is a function of viewing distance in this scenario. Hence, one can expect that, at fixed contrast, the detection performance increases with L max . This is seen in Fig. 7 , where the CSF is shown as a function of ; in which case, the high-CSF is always larger than low-CSF. Fig. 7 . When varying the average target luminance , the CSF increase depends on other parameters (spatiotemporal frequency) and target size.
Spatial sampling frequency (SSR):
Spatial sampling frequency, in pixels per degree, depends on the display's pixel pitch and the viewing distance, assuming orthogonal viewing. For a given display resolution (i.e., fixed pixel pitch), SSR becomes a function of viewing distance alone. Assuming that 64×64 slices are viewed in a 9 cm 2 (3 cm x 3 cm) area on the display, the viewing distance is given by
The results of detection performance as a function of viewing distance are summarized in Fig. 8 . Other simulation settings are: a browsing speed of 25 slice/sec, L max =300 cd/m 2 , C = 200, and large lesions (masses).
Based on our daily visual experience, it is clear that too small or too large a viewing distance is not optimum for distinguishing the details of a displayed visual signal. That is because at an overly short distance, information bearing pixels are moved out of the foveal visual, and sub-pixel-structure (the areas between luminance elements) introduce visual noise. When viewed at too great a distance, a signal's information content is observed at spatial-frequencies that are excessively high and thus are suppressed by the stCSF. By similar reasoning, it is also well known that the optimum viewing distance is a function of the detection target (lesion) [12] .
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , both the PM and MC methods show the expected trend with viewing distance, demonstrating reduced performance at short and long view distances. By contrast, the LF method does not produce results consistent with human observer performance. 
Browsing speed:
The results of detection performance as a function of browsing speed are summarized in Fig. 9 . Other simulation settings are: SSR=7 pixel/deg, L max =300 cd/m 2 , C = 200, and large lesions (masses). Based on daily visual experience, one knows that a browsing speed that is too slow or too fast is not optimum for distinguishing details of a displayed spatiotemporal visual signal. That is because the temporal frequency content of the stack is determined by the browsing speed. When the stack is browsed too slowly (or too quickly), the temporal frequency content is shifted towards lower (or higher) frequencies, where the stCSF is lower. All three methods show a reduction in performance at low and high browsing speed, as expected. 
Summary
The results presented in Fig. 6, 8 , and 9 are shown together in Fig. 10 . In this graph, we present the detection performance normalized in terms of d'/d' max , in order to be able to better compare the trends of observer performance with the various factors examined. These results are also summarized in Table 1 , where the expected performance of the human observer is compared to the measured performance of the various machine observers.
As can be seen, both the PM and MC observers match human performance better than the LF method. The main difference between the PM and MC observers is the absolute difference between the d' values; the d'/d' max values match much more closely. This difference requires that an internal noise source be added to the PM method to match human observer performance in absolute terms, while the MC method should avoid the need for a noise source, if the psychometric function can be controlled to match human performance. Intrinsically, it is appealing to have a method that avoids the introduction of an ad hoc noise source. However, we have yet to show that human performance can be matched exactly. This is the subject of future work. Table 1 . A summary of the machine observer results is presented. The detection performance of the proposed methods is compared to the behavior expected from a human observer. Entries in italics match human observers. 
CONCLUSION
Our results indicate that integration of Barten's stCSF with a model observer in a nonlinear fashion, including the PM (Section 2.2) and MC (Section 2.3) approaches, yield a machine observer that better conforms to the detection performance expected from human observers with respect to browsing speed, viewing distance, effective contrast and luminance.
This project remains a work in progress. The following are planned for the near future: (1) investigate why our model does not correctly predict detection performance change with maximum display luminance, and alter the model accordingly; (2) perform psychophysical experiments to validate the results of our work in this paper and to select the CSF method which best matches human observers; and (3) include a contrast masking model to mimic human observation trends with respect to background complexity.
